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1. Introduction to Community Power 

 

In October of 2019, New Hampshire’s updated the Community Power law (RSA 53) as amended 

by SB 286, which was a bipartisan bill designed to further enhance the economic efficiency of 

our electric power industry.  Its intent is to “encourage voluntary, cost effective and innovative 

solutions to local needs with careful consideration of local conditions and opportunities.”   

 

Warner’s Town Select Board voted on (date) to explore our town’s options under the statute 

and approved a Warner Energy Aggregation Committee to report back with a recommendation 

and plan, if desirable, to go forward. This plan outlines the rationale for implementing Warner 

Community Power and initial details on how it will operate. 

 

1 a. Purpose of this Plan 

The primary goal of Warner Community Power is to give Warner residents a reliable option to 

Eversource’s take-it-or-leave it high electric service costs, without the uncertainty and 

complexity of contracting with New Hampshire’s existing for-profit competitive suppliers. 

In practice, RSA 53 accomplishes two things that lets us accomplish that goal: 

● It allows municipalities like Warner to buy wholesale power on the open market, just as 

Eversource does, and pass on savings to our residents.   

● The statute was amended specifically to give towns like Warner sufficient buying power at 

launch by allowing the plan to automatically “opt in” current Eversource default customers. 

 

It is important to also know what our plan does not do: 

 

● It does not replace Eversource as the default distribution utility. The Warner Energy 

Program covers only the portion of Eversource’s bill – typically about 50% -- for energy cost. 

Eversource will continue to provide, and bill for, its distribution costs. Eversource will still be 

responsible for bringing reliable power to our homes and businesses, including resolving 

outages as the result of storms or other upsets. 

● It does not require anyone participate in the plan. At least 30 days before the program 

launches, all current Eversource default service customers will be notified and given simple, 

fast ways to opt out if they choose to remain under Eversource default supply. 

● Participation in the program will not disqualify residents from participation in the state’s 

Energy Assistance Program. EAP recipients will continue to receive discounts if their energy 

supplier is the Warner Community Power Program. 

●  There is no cost to taxpayers in this program. Its direct and indirect costs will be paid by 

Warner Community Power customers through revenues generated by participating 

customers. 
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● A “Yes” vote by the Select Board or Town Meeting attendees will not obligate anyone in 

Warner to purchase energy from the Warner Community Power program. As noted above, 

anyone who wants to stay with Eversource default service can easily do so. A “No” vote 

closes the door to anyone who does want to participate. 
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Table 1  Opt Out, Opt In Process by Customer Status  

 

 
 

1 b. Key Components of the Plan 

 

 

Because this is a new program, decisions have to be made and approved by the Town and its 

residents about how we want the community power cooperative to work in the best interests 

of residents and businesses in our town After reviewing a number of sources of information and 

sentiment –an opinion survey, information exchange in various venues, review of Community 

Power Plans filed by other towns and cities and discussion with the statewide Community 

Power cooperative,  the Electric Aggregation Committee agreed on principles that guided our 

recommendations. These principles are: 

 

● All Warner electric customers should have access to rates equal to or lower than 

Eversource default service rates.  If the program cannot at least meet Eversource’s 

rate at launch date, it will not launch.  

● Pricing should be as stable as possible and not fluctuate widely as Eversource default 

prices do, as a result of its short interval contracting practices. 

● Warner Community Power will offer the lowest available price as its default rate. In 

addition, Warner electric customers should also have the option to choose 100% 
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“clean” renewable energy sources, or a 50/50 hybrid of the lowest rate and 100% 

clean energy.   

● Implementation and ongoing administration of the program should require minimal 

local resources.  

 

In 2021 the Warner Select Board agreed to join a now 20-member, non-profit cooperative 

energy coalition called the Community Power Coalition of New Hampshire (CPCNH). The 

Electric Aggregation Committee agrees that our membership in CPCNH is key to getting 

economies of scale in purchasing energy, sharing indirect costs for plan administration, 

contracting with vendors who have deep expertise in the energy industry, and providing 

flexibility to customize our offerings, such as multiple options for renewable content. Details of 

our membership with CPCNH are contained in Section 3 of this plan. 

 

 

Table 2. Proposed Competitive Offerings 

 
 

If this plan is fully approved, The Select Board, in coordination with advisory support from the 

Warner Electric Aggregation Committee, will authorize the Town Manager to contract with 

CPCNH for the necessary services and power supplies to implement and operate the program, 

set customer rates prior to program launch and continue to provide oversight over the program 

thereafter. 

 

 

1 c. Approval Process and Next Steps 
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1 d. Details of Enrollment Process and Options 

 

● Customers currently on default energy service provided by Eversource will be 

notified that they will be automatically enrolled as energy service customers of 

Warner Community Power, with simple ways they can decline participation (“opt-

out”). Notifications will be sent by postal mail to the mail address where each 

Eversource supply customer receives communications from Eversource. Customers 

will have several “opt-out” options, including by phone, email, postcard and a web 

portal.  Customers who do not “opt-out” will be transferred on launch to Warner 

Community Power as their electric services provider but may opt-out at any time in 

the future with a start-stop date equal to their next meter read. 

● Notifications to customers on default service will include the initial fixed rate for the 

program’s default service compared with the Eversource’s rate. 

 

● Customers already served by Competitive Electric Power Suppliers will be notified 

that they are not automatically enrolled. They will also be given the same “opt-in” 

contact options and may request to “opt-in” to the program at any time in the 

future. 

 

● Customers who net meter electric power to the ISO grid from their own generating 

facility will continue to receive credit through Eversource, at the Warner Community 

Power rate. 

 

● After the launch of Warner Community Power, any new customers starting service 

within the Town will be given a similar opt-out notice and will be transferred onto 

default service provided by the program, unless they choose to take energy service 

from Eversource or a Competitive Electric Power Supplier. 

 

● All customers who opt-in or remain enrolled in Warner Community Power default 

service will be free to switch back to Eversource or a competitive Electric Power 

Supplier by notifying Warner Community Power xx days prior to their next monthly 

meter read. 

 

● Customers who choose not to participate in Warner Community Power shall not be 

responsible for any costs associated with the program, apart from incidental costs 

incurred by the Town prior to the point at which the program starts producing 

revenue from participating customers (for example, contract review by legal 

counsel, but not any operational or capitalized costs of the program). 
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1 e. Proposed Energy Product Offering 

 

Table 3. Proposed Competitive Offerings 

 

Warner Community Power will only launch if it is able to offer residential default rates 

that are initially lower than, or competitive, with those offered by Eversource; 

thereafter, the program will strive to maintain competitive rates for all default service 

customers on an overall annual basis, as well as customers who opt-in or opt-up to 

receive optional retail products, while working to achieve the program’s goals that may 

evolve with input from residents and the Select Board. 

 

 

    

    

 

 

 

2. Why Partner with Community Power Coalition of NH 

2 a. The Community Power Coalition of New Hampshire (CPCNH) is a nonprofit power 

agency, designed “for Communities, by Communities” to act as an umbrella provider of pre-
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launch resources and post-launch management of electric supply procurement and 

customer service management to its members. With Select Board approval in (date), 

Warner joined CPCNH as the 7th member town in what is now a 21-municipality/county 

coalition.  

2 b. The Warner Community Power Committee finds that ongoing membership and active 

participation in CPCNH is vital to successful launch and ongoing operation of Warner 

Community for a number of reasons:  

● At current membership levels, CPCNH will enter procurement negotiations with a 

combined customer energy demand sufficient to qualify for the lowest available market 

price for power at the time of launch 

● Through member cost-sharing agreements, CPCNH member towns will save money on 

administrative function by sharing services and staff support  

● Under proposed contract terms with two future vendors providing electric generation 

and services, Ascent Analytics and Calpine Energy Solution, will give CPCNH members 

upfront funding of pre-launch costs prior to launch 

● CPCNH will not be constrained, as Eversource is, to bidding for a new contract price 

every 6 months. Instead, CPCNH through Calpine and Ascent will use strategic timing of 

future bids to take advantage of longer-term contracts when market prices are high, and 

minimize contract length when prices spike 

● At our option, Warner Power can choose to participate in future local benefit project 

such as battery storage and grid modernization, again sharing costs with other member 

communities 

The Coalition’s joint powers agency governance model and competitive business model have 

been designed in accordance with energy industry best practices to ensure that participating 

Community Power programs benefit from transparent governance and high-quality services —

so that small towns and larger cities communities benefit equally from this opportunity.  

2 c. Warner Power’s membership in CPCNH carries little long-term risk to the town. The 

Coalition will be governed under a voluntary and flexible membership structure, with Warner 

representation on the CPCNH Board. Warner can back out of collation membership any time up 

to launch of service here.  If we decide months or years down the road to go in a different 

direction, we will only be responsible for our share of upfront, pre-launch costs and shared 

services that have not already been amortized through power rates. 

Visit the www.cpcnh.org for more information on the Coalition. 

 

 

 

http://www.cpcnh.org/
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Electric Aggregation Plan for Warner Community Power 

3. This section is in response to the Public Utility Commission’s 2002 Rules for Competitive 

Electric Suppliers and Aggregators 

 

3 a. Organizational Structure of the Program  

Upon approval of this plan by the Public Utilities Commission under its Rule 2002.02, 

Warner Community Power will be authorized to provide electricity and other related 

services to participating residents, businesses, and other customers in the Town. 

The Selectboard will oversee the program and has overall governance authority. 

Decisions regarding Warner Community Power, such as updating program goals, 

adoption of Energy Risk Management and Financial Reserve policies and approval of 

customer rates, will be made at duly noticed public meetings and with advisory support 

from the Electric Aggregation Committee. 

If the Select Board agrees it can best leverage resources of the Community Power 

Coalition of New Hampshire to implement its local Community Power plan, the Board 

will appoint a primary and alternate representative to participate in and to serve on that 

agency’s Board of Directors. The Board may delegate certain decision-making 

authorities to the town representatives to carry out their responsibilities at the Select 

Board’s direction. 

In general, Warner’s representatives will be expected to help oversee the start-up and 

operation of the agency, provide direction to the Coalition’s staff and vendors as the 

agency’s operations and customer services evolve over time, and report back regularly 

regarding the performance of Warner Community Power and on any matter that 

warrants attention or requires action by the Selectboard. 

Additionally, the Selectboard may direct the Electric Aggregation Committee to continue 

to hold periodic meetings for the purpose of providing community input and advisory 

support regarding the program. 

3 b. Operation and Funding; Designation of Local Serving Entity  

This Electric Aggregation Plan authorizes the Selectboard to negotiate, enter into, 

modify, enforce, and terminate agreements as necessary for the implementation and 

operation of Warner Community Power. 

3 c. Rate Setting, Services Scope, Default and Optional Product Offerings 

As noted previously the Warner Electric Aggregation Committee recommends the Town 

of Warner join with the Community Power Coalition of New Hampshire to implement 

Warner Community Power’s rollout as the town default electric suppliers. We will rely 
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on the Coalition to contract with qualified vendors and credit-worthy suppliers to 

provide the services, credit support and electricity required to launch and operate the 

program. This plan assumes, but does not require, Warner to participate indefinitely 

with the Community Power Coalition of New Hampshire and thereby contract for 

operational services jointly with other participating Community Power programs. 

The Coalition’s third-party contractors will be expected to fund the upfront cost of 

implementing Warner Community Power, the expense of which will be amortized and 

recovered in the program’s rates and charges to participating customers. The program 

may also seek opportunities to apply for grant funding, either independently or through 

the Coalition. 

Services provided by third-party entities required to launch and operate the program 

may include: 

● portfolio risk management advisory services 

● wholesale Load Serving Entity (LSE) services 

● financial services 

● customer data security measures 

● electronic data interchange (EDI) services with the utility 

● customer notification, data management, billing, and customer relationship 

management (for example, call center, website) services 

Additional information on how Warner Community Power will implement Load Serving 

Entity (LSE) services is found in Attachment 9, How Load Serving Entity Services will be 

implemented. 

Support services such as management and planning, budgeting and rate setting, local 

project development support, regulatory compliance, and legislative and regulatory 

engagement services (on matters that could impact the program and participating 

customers) will be addressed through a combination of staff support and third-party 

services. 

Warner Community Power will provide “all-requirements” electricity supply for its 

customers, inclusive of all the electrical energy, capacity, reserves, ancillary services, 

transmission services (to the extent not provided through Eversource), transmission and 

distribution losses, congestion management, and other such services or products 

necessary to provide firm power supply to participants and meet the requirements of 

New Hampshire’s Renewable Portfolio Standard.  

Electricity supply contracts will be executed or guaranteed by investment-grade entities, 

and suppliers will be required to use proper standards of management and operations, 

maintain sufficient insurance, and meet appropriate performance requirements. 
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Changes to the program’s default service rates shall be set and publicly noticed at least 

30 days in advance of any rate change. 

3 e. Methods of Entering into and Terminating Agreements  

The process for entering, modifying, enforcing, and terminating all agreements 

associated with the Plan will comply with the municipal charter, federal and state law 

and regulations, and the provisions of the relevant agreement. 

3 f. Rights and Responsibilities of Program Participants  

All participants will have the right to opt out of the Program at any time without charge. 

They may exercise this right by any of the following: 

● Calling a more attractive Competitive Supplier currently listed as active on the 

Public Utility website webpage  titled “Compare Competitive Rates” 

https://www.energy.nh.gov/engyapps/ceps/shop.aspx. This listing is updated 

monthly by all active competitive suppliers. It displays the current plan options, 

rates contract length and early termination penalty for registered competitive 

suppliers open to residential and small business customers  

● Contacting Eversource and asking to be returned to Default Service; or 3) 

enrolling with another competitive supplier.  

All participants in the Warner Community Power program will have available to 

them the customer protection provisions of the law and regulations of New 

Hampshire, including the right to question billing and service quality practices. 

Customers will be able to ask questions of and register complaints with the Town, 

the Community Power Coalition, Eversource and Public Utility Commission.  

Participants will continue to be responsible for paying their bills and for providing 

access to metering and other equipment necessary to carry out utility operations. 

Participants are responsible for requesting any exemption from the collection of any 

applicable taxes and must provide appropriate documentation of such exemption to 

the Competitive Supplier. 

3 g . Net Metering and Group Net Metering Policies  

Under the net metering process, customers who install renewable generation or 

qualifying combined heat and power systems up to 1,000 kilowatts in size are eligible to 

receive credit or compensation for any electricity generated onsite in excess of their 

onsite usage. Any surplus generation produced by these systems flows back into the 

distribution grid and offsets the electricity that would otherwise have to be purchased 

from the regional wholesale market to serve other customers. 

https://www.energy.nh.gov/engyapps/ceps/shop.aspx
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Currently, customer-generators are charged their full retail rate for electricity supplied 

by Eversource and receive credits for electricity they export to the grid based on 

Eversource’ Net Energy Metering (NEM) tariffs. 

Warner Community Power intends to provide new rates and terms that compensate 

participating customer-generators for the electricity supply component of their net 

metered surplus generation. Customer-generators will continue to receive any non-

supply related components (e.g., transmission and distribution credits) directly from 

Eversource, as specified under the terms of their applicable net energy metering tariff. 

For group net metering where the host customer-generator is on default service, to the 

extent Warner Community Power supply rates are lower than Eversource default service 

or if the host is located outside of Warner, it may be most advantageous for the host to 

remain a Eversource default service customer, while the other group members are free 

to switch to Warner Community Power for their supply and continue to receive on-bill 

credits for their participation in the group. 

Warner Community Power’s exact terms, conditions, and rates for compensating and 

crediting different types of NEM customer generators in the Town will be set at duly 

noticed public meetings and fully disclosed to all prospective NEM customers through 

the program’s enrollment notification process and thereafter. 

Certain aspects of administering net energy metering require coordination between 

Eversource and Warner Community Power. The enabling services and strategies that 

Warner Community Power may pursue, to benefit and encourage customers to adopt 

distributed generation, include but are not limited to: 

● Dual-billing customer-generators separately for supply services; 

● Offering time-varying rates and alterative credit mechanisms to compensate 

customers for surplus generation; 

● Streamlining the establishment of new Group Net Metering and Low-Moderate 

Income Solar Project groups; 

● Facilitating interval meter and Renewable Energy Certificate (REC) meter 

installations for customer-generators; and 

● Engaging at the Legislature and Public Utilities Commission to advocate for 

upgrades and reforms to metering and billing infrastructure and business 

processes to enable Net Energy Metering and other innovative services to 

benefit customer-generators. 

3 h. Ensuring Discounts for Electric Assistance Program Participants  

Income eligible households can qualify for discounts on their electric bills under the 

Electric Assistance Program. Warner Community Power will support income eligible 

customers who enroll in the Electric Assistance Program to receive their discount. 
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Electric Assistance Program discounts are funded by all ratepayers as part of the System 

Benefits Charge, which is charged to all customers and collected by the distribution 

utilities.  At present, the Public Utilities Commission and utilities only support provision 

of the discount to individual customers when the customer’s electricity supply charges 

are billed through the distribution utility. Warner Community Power consequently plans 

to rely on Eversource to bill all customer accounts enrolled in the Electric Assistance 

Program. This represents no change in the provision or funding of this program. 

This arrangement may be revisited if, at some point in future, the Public Utilities 

Commission enables Community Power programs to provide Electric Assistance 

Program customers with their discount directly. 

3 i. Termination of the Program 

There is no planned termination date for Warner Community Power. However, Warner 

Community Power may be terminated by majority approval of the Selectboard. If so 

terminated, Warner Community Power would cease operations after satisfying any 

obligations contractually entered into prior to termination, and after meeting any 

advance notification period or other applicable requirements in statute or regulation, at 

which point participating customers would either be transferred to default service 

provided by Eversource or to a Competitive Electric Power Supplier of their choosing. 

Warner Community Power will provide as much advance notice as possible regarding 

the potential or planned termination of the program to participating customers, the 

Coalition, the Public Utilities Commission and Eversource. 

Upon termination, the balance of any funds accrued in the program’s financial reserve 

fund and other accounts, if any, would be available for distribution or application as 

directed by the Selectboard and in accordance with any applicable law and regulation. 

3 j. Customer Data Security Procedures and Practices 

Warner Power will protect and maintain the confidentiality of Individual Customer Data 

in compliance with its obligations as a Service Provider under RSA Chapter 363 ( RSA 

363:38 and RSA 363.37 (“privacy policies for individual customer data; duties and 

responsibilities of service providers and definitions”) and other applicable statutes and 

Public Utilities Commission rules. Individual Customer Data (ICD) includes information 

that is collected over the course of providing energy services to customers participating 

in Warner Community Power and that, singly or in combination, can be used to identify 

specific customers, including: individual addresses, telephone numbers, account 

numbers, electricity consumption data, and payment, financial, banking, and credit 

information. 
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As described herein, the Town of Warner is responsible for ensuring that reasonable security 

procedures and practices are implemented and maintained to protect the confidentiality of 

Individual Customer Data from unauthorized access, destruction, modification, disclosure, or 

use. This plan assumes, but does not require, that the town will participate fully in the 

Community Power Coalition of New Hampshire (CPCNH) for the purposes of implementing and 

operating Warner Community Power. 

Statutory Responsibilities of the Community Power Coalition of New Hampshire (CPCNH) 

RSA 53-E:4, VI, requires Community Power Aggregators (CPAs) to maintain the confidentiality of 

individual customer information in compliance with their obligations as service providers under 

RSA 363:37 (Definitions) and RSA 363:38 (“Privacy Policies for Individual Customer Data; Duties 

and Responsibilities of Service Providers”). RSA 53-E:7, X also requires the Public Utilities 

Commission to adopt Administrative Rules for CPAs governing “access to customer data” and 

other matters. 

CPC’s selected business partner responsible for customer billing must demonstrate physical and 

cybersecurity readiness sufficient to ensure customer data is held in strict confidence — e.g., 

through audits in accordance with the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 

Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements No. 16 (SSAE 16) Service Organizational 

Controls (SOC) Reports, periodic network vulnerability assessments, etc. — and will be 

contractually required to maintain the confidentiality of individual customer data pursuant to 

RSA 363:38, V(b) and applicable Public Utilities Commission rules. As previously noted, 

Administrative Rules for CPAs are under development. 

Specific types of ICD that Warner Community Power, CPCNH, and third parties under contract 

are expected to receive and possess include: 

• Name, address, account number, and other information about electric customers 

within the City for purposes of sending required notification of LCP Commencement of 

Service and enrollment of customer in LCP, consistent with initially proposed Puc 

2204.04, .05, and .06, as they, or equivalent rule provisions, may be adopted by the PUC 

and the requirements of RSA 53-E:7, III, V, and VI. 

• Individual customer information used for operation of LCP, such as that in initially 

proposed Puc 2205.13, most of which may be accessed through the EDU EDI. 

• Other confidential customer information that may be received or collected directly by 

LCP or CPCNH, or through sources other than the EDU due to customer participation in 

particular related programs or services, billing operations, other customer services, or 

that may be volunteered by customers, will likewise only be used for statutorily 

authorized purposes as ICD. 
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Ongoing collection and use of individual customer data of the types described in proposed Puc 

2205.13 will be used for general operational needs for retail power supply and related energy 

services operational needs, such as load and supply forecasting, portfolio management, billing 

and audit processes, and for research and development of potential new energy services to 

offer to customer participants 

In compliance with RSA 363:38 and RSA 363.37, CPCNH and third parties contracted through 

CPCNH that require access to ICD will be contractually required to: 

• Implement and maintain reasonable security procedures and practices appropriate to 

the nature of the ICD. 

• Protect ICD from unauthorized access, use, destruction, modification, or disclosure. 

• Use ICD solely for primary purposes, such as complying with the provisions of RSA 53- 

E:7, II; providing or billing for electrical service; meeting system, grid, or operational 

needs; researching, developing, and implementing new rate structures and tariffs, 

demand response, customer assistance, and for research and development of potential 

new energy services to offer to customer participants. 

• Collect, store, use, and disclose only as much ICD as is necessary to accomplish the 

primary purposes described above. 

• Not use ICD for a secondary commercial purpose unrelated to the primary purposes of 

the contract without the express consent of the customer. 

• Return or permanently delete all ICD after contract termination and deliver a 

certificate, signed by an authorized representative, stating that all ICD has been 

returned or permanently deleted and that all materials based on ICD has been 

destroyed, as appropriate (i.e., except for copies necessary for tax, billing, or other 

financial purposes). Additionally, if CPCNH contracts with one or more Competitive 

Suppliers to provide Load Serving Entity services to participating customers, or brokers 

to support operations in a capacity that would require access to ICD, then the 

Competitive Suppliers and/or brokers would additionally be required to comply with the 

requirements of Puc 2004.19 (Protection of Confidential Customer Information 

These are well accepted industry standards, adopted by all four default utilities 

currently operating in NH.  

 

 The City expects CPCNH contracts and policies to provide for: 
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• Third-party security assessment requirements regarding Information Security 

Management; Personnel Security; Systems Development and Maintenance; 

Application Security; System Security; Network Security; Data Security and 

Integrity; Access Control; and Vulnerability Management. 

• Third-party security requirements including: 

(1) User Account and Access Controls to ensure that only authorized 

individuals have access to ICD for legitimate primary purposes under RSA 

368:38, which may include the need for non-disclosure agreements; 

(2) Handling of Sensitive Data Protocols to protect confidential customer 

information from unauthorized access, use, destruction, modification, or 

disclosure; 

(3) Breach Reporting, including obligations to report a security breach as 

defined in RSA 359-C:19, V and required by RSA 359-C:20 and any other 

applicable laws, rules, or utility requirements for data breach reporting; 

(4) Plan for deletion and destruction ICD when it is no longer necessary to 

accomplish primary purposes pursuant to RSA 368:38; and 

(5) Prohibitions on use of ICD for a secondary commercial purpose not 

related to the primary purpose of vendor’s contract without the express 

consent of the customer. 

 • Third-party documentation and reporting requirements regarding Audit 

Reports; documentation describing control practices used to review sub-

vendors; maintenance of an Information Security Program; training program for 

employees on Cyber Awareness; background checks performed for all employees 

with access to ICD; Immediate Data Breach reporting to appropriate parties; and 

any material changes in data security practices since prior review and approval. 

  

Index of Governing Statutes 

The following citations refer to specific New Hampshire statutes that govern definitions and 

requirements referenced above. 

• RSA 363:37, I defines Individual Customer Data (ICD) as “information that is 

collected as part of providing electric, natural gas, water, or related services to a 

customer that can identify, singly or in combination, that specific customer, 
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including the name, address, account number, quantity, characteristics, or time 

of consumption by the customer.” 

• RSA 363:38, IV requires Service Providers to “use reasonable security 

procedures and practices to protect individual customer data [ICD] from 

unauthorized access, use, destruction, modification, or disclosure.” 

• RSA 53-E:4, VI provides that Community Power Aggregations (CPAs) “shall be 

subject to RSA 363:38 as service providers and individual customer data shall be 

treated as confidential private information and shall not be subject to public 

disclosure under RSA 91-A”. 

o The definition of Service Provider under RSA 363:37, II includes “an 

aggregator, as defined by RSA 53-E:2, II…and any other service provider 

that receives individual customer data [ICD]...” 

o RSA 53-E:2, II defines an “aggregator” in this context as “any 

municipality or county that engages in aggregation of electric customers 

within its boundaries”. o RSA 53-E:2, VI further defines “municipality” in 

this context as “any city, town, unincorporated place, or village district 

within the state.” 

• RSA 363:38, II requires Service Providers to: "(a) Collect, store, use, and 

disclose only as much individual customer data [ICD] as is necessary to 

accomplish primary purposes, and (b) Use individual customer data solely for 

primary purposes.” 

• RSA 363:37, III defines "[p]rimary purpose" as “the main reason for the 

collection, storage, use, or disclosure of individual customer data [ICD] which is 

limited to: 

(a) Providing or billing for electrical or gas service. 

(b) Meeting system, grid, or operational needs. 

(c) Researching, developing, and implementing new rate structures and 

tariffs, demand response, customer assistance, energy management, or 

energy efficiency programs.” 

• RSA 53-E:4, VI further authorizes approved Community Power Aggregations to 

“use individual customer data to comply with the provisions of RSA 53-E:7, II and 

for research and development of potential new energy services to offer to 

customer participants.” 
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• RSA 363:38, V(b) further makes clear that a Service Provider may disclose ICD 

“to a third party for system, grid, or operational needs, or the research, 

development, and implementation of new rate structures and tariffs, demand 

response, customer assistance, energy management, or energy efficiency 

programs” — provided that the Service Provider “has required by contract that 

the third party implement and maintain reasonable security procedures and 

practices appropriate to the nature of the information, to protect the personal 

information from unauthorized access, use, destruction, modification, or 

disclosure, and to prohibit the use of the data for a secondary commercial 

purpose not related to the primary purpose of the contract without the express 

consent of the customer.” 

• RSA 363:38, V(c) provides that “[n]othing in this section shall preclude a service 

provider from disclosing electric, natural gas, or water consumption data 

required under state or federal law, or which is identified as information subject 

to warrant or subpoena or by XLIV an order of the commission.” 

• RSA 363:38, V(a) makes clear that ICD may be aggregated and used for 

“analysis, reporting, or program management after information that identifies an 

individual customer has been removed.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


